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Vision and Values
Our core values
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenging
Inquisitive
Fun and Creative
Relevant
Inclusive
Immersive

Our curriculum vision
At the Palmer Academy we are passionate and proud about providing a creative, well balanced,
project based curriculum, which fosters a love of learning where children feel safe to ask questions.
We are dedicated to challenging children and giving them lifelong skills which will have an authentic
impact beyond primary school, not only in our community, but in the wider world too. Our school is
devoted to motivating and supporting every child through their learning journey, encouraging all
children to be ambitious so they can build their own legacy.

Curriculum Coverage and Progression of Skills
Creating a knowledge rich, engaging curriculum
At The Palmer Academy, we follow and map a broad, balanced curriculum by following the Nation
Curriculum. This enables us to deliver an engaging, knowledge rich curriculum that helps children to
build skills for the real life world.
Each year, teachers reflect and review the curriculum they teach in each year group, ensuring that all
objectives from the national curriculum have been taught. This is then shared with governors, staff,
parents and pupils via a long term overview.
An example of a long term overview
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For an example of a long term plan, see appendix 1.
Ensuring a progression of skills
Teachers plan their curriculum in phases, being sure to take into the account the progression of skills
that might be needed for each curriculum objective. If needed, skills and objectives are moved within
key stages, ensuring the coverage of the curriculum and that there is a progression of skills through
the school.

Our Non-Core Curriculum - REAL Legacy Projects!
The key principles of a successful project:
•
•
•

ALL students are capable of excellence
Students’ work should matter - How can you show beautiful work?
Schools and communities of learners - A variety of people earning and working together.

What is a REAL project?

Rigorous
Students engage fully with the content of your project, using critical thinking skills,
problem solving and reflection.
Teachers tune/refine projects themselves before starting the project with the students.

Engaged
Students have a full understanding of the purpose of their learning.
Teachers create exciting learning experiences, that use challenge based learning and
Immersive learning to ensure that projects are purposeful and relevant to the real
world.

Authentic
Students share their work with a public audience, in school and the wider community.
Teachers develop projects which promote development of life skills and allow
opportunity to explore real world issues.

Learning
Students want to explore their project through the use of the essential question.
Teachers are learning from the students, adapting projects where necessary and seek
advice and suggestions from others.
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What should be included in a REAL project?
1. An essential question – an enquiry question that gets the children thinking! Questions such
as how or why have been proven to promote deeper thinking in projects. There should be a
question for the overall unit, plus each individual lesson!
2. Significant content – is the content of your project useful? Does it promote deeper learning?
Is the learning purposeful?
3. Student created final projects or products – the students should plan an essential role in
finalising and creating outcomes. They should have an input into how they would like to
display their work, how they can improve it and how it can be transformed into beautiful work.
4. An authentic audience – each project should have authentic audiences throughout to ensure
a real world purpose. The audiences should be relevant and promote engagement amongst
students.
5. Public exhibition – each project should have an exhibition at the end. This could be shared in
school and beyond in the wider community, as long as it is relevant and purposeful!
What could a REAL Legacy project be?
Legacy projects can come anywhere in the unit, however most projects come at the end of the unit.
Projects can be anything, as long as they’re authentic, build real life skills and enable children to leave
a legacy behind them! Ideas include: creating an eco team in school, raising money for charity, cooking
and preparing food for parents, putting on an art exhibition or putting on a concert!

A Unit of Work – The Staple Diet!
What should be included in each unit of work?
At The Palmer Academy, we teach a new non-core unit each half term and each unit must have the
following ingredients:
•
•
•

A key enquiry question for each unit, as well as for each lesson that is taught
A ‘Big Bang’ to hook the children into their learning and topic ahead
A REAL Legacy Project where children learn skills, not only to leave a legacy behind them, but
that they can apply to the real world

Planning
Teachers are expected to plan on the school’s planning format (see appendix 2 for an example). Each
planning format includes:
•
•
•
•

Topic title
Project question
A termly overview of objectives/ activities
Week planning grid to record the subject, learning objective, the big question, steps to
success, curriculum objectives, main activities and any differentiation you may need

Planning can be filled out in as much detail that is needed for the year group team to successfully
teach their non-core unit of work. Teachers must ensure that they have planned and knowledge rich
curriculum that covers objectives from the National Curriculum, with a range of subjects being taught.
What subjects should be taught in a non-core unit of work?
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In essence, anything that isn’t English or maths! Not all subjects have to be covered in each term,
however over the year all National Curriculum objectives and subjects should have been taught.
Teachers should consider how they can show English and maths skills across this curriculum, planning
opportunities for extended writing and maths activities, such as graphs, tables or ordering. There
should be at least one opportunity for extended writing in each topic that is taught.

11B411
REAch2 have introduced a trust-wide enrichment program, called 11B411. The initiative was created
to ensure that all children in our care are getting 11 amazing experiences before they leave primary
school that they might not otherwise get.
Each year group is to pick at least one 11B411 experience, which will be added to their long term plans,
that children will complete throughout the year. Most of the 11B411 experience can be taught through
our topic lessons, however some experiences will be done as a whole school in order to get the whole
community involved.

Trips and Experiences
We want to give our children as many experiences that we can, not only to enrich our curriculum but
to give them the opportunity to be involved in the wider community.

Immersive Learning Environments
At The Palmer Academy we teach an immersive, knowledge rich curriculum that inspires and engages
children in their learning. Part of this is to create learning environments that fully encompass the topic
that is being taught, immerging children into their topic.
Examples of this could include moving children’s tables to create Viking long boats, creating an under
the sea classroom or turning your classroom into a jungle – the world is your oyster! For more
examples of this, see appendix 3.

Homework
Each half term, teachers will set project homework for children to complete. A selection of activities
will be shared with the children that they can choose from, with all homework being shared and
celebrated at the end of the half term. Teachers will not need to mark this.
Children will also be expected to read daily at home, as well as practicing time tables. Teachers may
also suggest other activities that children can do at home, such as using the PIXL timetable app, looking
at BBC Bitesize or suggesting games that might consolidate children’s learning online.

Assessing the wider curriculum
Teacher judgements are essential when assessing the wider curriculum and can be formed in a variety
of ways such as questioning, formal mini assessments or projects that encompass curriculum
objectives.
As science is a core subject, teachers will be expected to do give teacher judgements after each unit
of work, which the science lead will hold. These judgements are to be made through formal
assessments, however these could be as creative as teachers like.
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Appendix 1 - An example of a long term curriculum plan
Appendix 2 - An example of a topic planning format
Appendix 3 – Examples of a immersive classroom environment
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